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The concepts of "right parse" and "left parse" to represent the outputs of 
bottom-up and top-down parsers (respectively) of context-free grammars are 
extended in a natural way to cover all phrase-structure g ammars. The duality 
between left and right parses is demonstrated. 
Algorithms are presented for converting between parses and the "derivation 
languages." The derivation languages give the most efficient representation 
of the syntactical structure of a word in a grammar. This work gives a unified 
approach to the problem of grammatical parsing and to the problems of 
organizing the output of parsers. 
The general theory of parses then leads naturally to the notion of label 
languages and control sets induced by canonical derivations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A parser for a context-free grammar generally produces either a left 
parse or a right parse as the result of processing an input word from the 
associated context-free language. The left parse is usually associated with 
top-down parsing algorithms (to which the LL(k) grammars are especially 
amenable), and a bottom-up syntactic analysis (associated with LR(k) 
grammars and shift-reduce algorithms) usually yields a right parse. 
The parse (left or right) is, in effect, a complete description of the 
syntactical structure, or derivation, of the input word in terms of the 
associated context-free grammar. From the parse, a compiler can generate 
code (or perform other translations), or the semantics of the input word 
can be determined in some other manner. 
The theory of context-free parsing and translation (as outlined above) 
has an extensive literature and is thoroughly treated in the books by Aho 
and Ullman (1972a,b). 
When we turn to unrestricted phrase-structure grammars (PSG's), the 
situation is considerably less well ordered. The first problem, of course, 
is that PSG's do not always produce recursive languages, o parsing algorithms 
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need not exist. Nonetheless, there has been some interesting work done 
in this area. For instance, the paper of Loeckx (1970) treats both bottom-up 
and top-down parsing in a general framework. Haskell (1974) has defined 
general symmetrical precedence r lations (after the well-known Wirth-Weber 
relations) which provide bottom-up arsers for PSG's. For the deterministic 
context-sensitive grammars, we have the CS(k) grammars of Walters (1970) 
which provide a generalization of the LR(k) CFG's and their associated 
bottom-up arsers. Finally, there are the unilateral CSG's of R6v6sz (1971) 
which also can be parsed bottom-up in a left-to-right scan. Undoubtedly, 
other similar work has been done as well. 
In this paper, we treat the problem of describing the left and right parses 
which must inevitably be the output of any parsing algorithm or procedure. 
Here, we present a concise definition of a right parse and its structural 
representation i an efficient form. Secondly, the left parse is similarly 
described, and it actually is the classical canonical derivation of Hotz (1966) 
and Griffiths (1968). The duality between the left and right parses is stated. 
Finally, algorithms are given for converting parses into derivation words 
in order to represent the syntactical structure in a linear amount of storage. 
In all cases the results are generalizations of the context-free theory. 
Note that we do not describe the behavior or structure of any parsing 
algorithms; we only describe the kinds of output they must produce in 
order for subsequent syntax directed translations or semantics to be computed. 
Finally, Section 4 develops the definitions and some basic facts about 
label languages and control sets on canonical derivations. These results 
are very similar to some of the results obtained by Ginsburg and Spanier 
(1968) using a more restricted notion of leftmost derivation. 
2. STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PHRASE STRUCTURE DERIVATIONS 
A parser for some (presumably) recursive subclass of PSG's must take 
as input a word over the alphabet of the grammar, decide if that word is 
in the language of the grammar, and if so, produce a structural description 
of the derivation of the word based upon the production rules of the grammar. 
A large number of distinct approaches have been taken to the problem 
of providing structural descriptions of phrase structure derivations. The 
many approaches in the literature will not be summarized here. It will be 
sufficient to remark that, in this author's view, many of the descriptions 
are incomplete (in one way or another) or are very difficult and inefficient 
to use algorithmically. The most successful approach (again, a personal 
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opinion) is the categorical (or algebraic) approach initiated by Hotz (1966) 
and put into a concrete algorithmic framework by the author (1975) using 
the concept of a "derivation language." See the Appendix of this paper 
for a summary of the important facts about derivation languages. Book 
(1973, pp. 137-138) remarks, 
in attempting to analyze derivations m an arbitrary grammar, one notes the 
absence of a convenient specification of "structural description." In the theory 
of CFG's, one may use a derivation tree to represent the sequence of rewriting 
rules applied. 
Now, the derivation languages bridge the gap between the algebraic approach 
(Hotz, 1966; Griffiths, 1968) and the more conventional derivation sequences 
often appearing in the literature. In addition, a word in the derivation 
language can be directly interpreted as a "syntactical graph" of Loeckx 
(1970), providing us with the structural description asked for by Book 
(a derivation tree is just a special case of a syntactical graph). In addition, 
as will be shown later, the derivation languages give a more efficient structural 
description than the other approaches do; that is, the derivation word of a 
derivation can be stored in an amount of storage linearly bounded by the 
length of the derivation, unlike most other techniques. 
In the interests of brevity, the reader is assumed to be familiar with the 
author's paper (Hart, 1975) in which all of required notation and concepts 
are developed. Of particular importance to what follows are the ideas of: 
(a) Derivation words, (b) canonical derivations, (c) syntactical graphs, 
(d) juxtaposition and composition of derivations and (e) the domain and 
codomain of a derivation word. The notation of that paper will be used 
in what follows with a minimum of explanation. Alternatively, the reader 
is referred to the Appendix, in which the important concepts are briefly 
but completely discussed. 
3. LEFT AND RIGHT PARSES AND DUAL GRAMMARS 
For the context-free grammars, we have the following definitions from 
Aho and Ullman (1972a, p. 264). 
(1) A left parse of sentential form w is the sequence of production 
names used in a leftmost (i.e., canonical) derivation of w from S. 
(2) A right parse of sentential form w is the reverse of the sequence 
of production ames used in a rightmost derivation of w from S (in a right- 
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most derivation, the rightmost nonterminal symbol in the current sentential 
form must be rewritten). 
In extending these definitions to derivations in arbitrary PSG's,  there 
are two difficulties; first, we have not defined the concept of leftmost and 
rightmost derivations (although this will be easily accomplished), and, 
secondly, the sequence of production names is not sufficient o determine 
a derivation (left- or rightmost) uniquely (in contrast o the context-free 
case). 
A phrase-structure grammar (PSG), G, will be written as 
G=(V,Z ,P ,S ) ,  
where V is a finite set of symbols called the vocabulary of G, 27 C V is the 
set of terminal symbols of G, S e V is the start symbol, and P is a finite set 
of production rule names, 
P = {% ,..., ~r~}, 
where each 7r e P is the name of a production rule written as 
7r: 7) ~ g0~ 
where v, w ~ V + (note that null productions are not permitted). 
To see that a derivation cannot he specified merely by a word over P+, let 
P = (%: S --~ aAaAa,  %:  aAa  ~ aba}. 
Then, the sequence of production rule names 
%%% 
specifies two distinct derivations of the word ababa. 
The usual solution of this problem is to write a derivation of word y 
from x: 
x = Yl =~ Y2 ~ "'" ~ Y,~ = Y, 
as  
~I 7r2 7r3 7r~--i 
X ~ UlV lX l  =:;> Ulg01X 1 ~ UgV2X 2 => U2W2X 2 :> " "" ~ Un_ lWn_ lXn_  1 = y ,  
where each rri: % -+ w i ~ P and each of the ~, ,  u i , v i , x i , w,  is explicitly 
given (1 ~ i<~n- -1 ) .  
Such a description can be more compactly written as a derivation sequence 
of the form 
X, (T ' I ,  k l )  , (7r2,  k2) , . . .  , (Trn_l  , kn_ l )  , 
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where each hi = Iu i l  (the length of ui). It is obvious that a derivation 
sequence of this form (or its equivalent) is both necessary and sufficient 
to describe a general phrase-structure d rivation. 
Now, we define general leftmost and rightmost derivations. Here, in 
keeping with the derivation language notation, for each 
~: v ~ w ff P, 
H(Tr) = ]v [ is the head stratification of ~r and T(rr) = ]w] is the tail 
stratification of ~r. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a PSG. Then a derivation 
sequence 
x, (~1, hi), (~2, ko),..., (~-1,  k,_l) 
is said to be a leftmost derivation if 
k i<k ,+ 1+H(%+1)  (alli, 1 ~<i~<n- -2 )  
and the derivation sequence is said to be a rigktmost derivation if 
ki + T(~r,) > ki+l (all i, 1 ~< i ~< n --  2). 
Several comments hould be made here. First, using the notation that 
~r z 
UiV~X z ~ giWiXi = Ui+IT) i+ lXz+ 1 , 
we can restate the rightmost condition as 
I xi l  < ]Vi+l ] ~- Ix,+1 ] = H(rr¢+l) @ ]Xz+l ]. 
The leftmost derivation is simply the canonical derivation, an idea due 
to Hotz (1966) and Griffiths (1968). The idea of a rightmost derivation, 
as given here, is probably new, although hardly unexpected. Any derivation 
sequence can be converted into a unique equivalent leftmost derivation 
by a rearrangement of the order of application of productions (see Hotz, 1966; 
Griffiths, 1968; or Hart, 1975). Similarly, we will indicate later how a unique 
equivalent rightmost derivation can be found for any derivation sequence 
(Algorithm 3.4). The terms 1-canonical and r-canonical can therefore be 
applied to derivation sequences. 
Finally, observe that when G is context-free (so that H(~r) = 1 for all 
rr ~ P), the left- and rightmost derivations are the usual ones. The definitions 
of left and right parses now follow directly, generalizing the Aho and Ullman 
definitions cited at the beginning of this section. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let G = (V, ~, P, S) be a PSG. Then a sequence 
y, (~,  kO,..., (~-1, k~_~), go 
is a left parse of sentential form w from y if the sequence (without w) is 
/-canonical and generates go starting from y. Similarly, if the sequence 
is r-canonical, then 
go, (7?n_1, k~z_l) ,..., (77"1, kl) , y 
is a right parse of w from y. 
It should be obvious that these definitions are the Aho and Ullman defini- 
tions when G is a CFG and only the production ames are written. 
It appears that a right parse could be used to specify an/-canonical deriva- 
tion in some grammar in which the productions are a suitable reversal 
of the productions of G. This concept is pursued next, using the concept 
of a dual or analytical grammar as given by Salomaa (1973, p. 9). 
DEFINITION 3.3. 
of G, denoted 
is specified by 
Let G = (V, 27, P, S) be aPSG. Then the dualgrammar 
c~ = (v, ~, ed, s), 
Pa = {~r': w--~ v lrr: v- - -~w~P}.  
Note that for our purposes we are really never interested in S and Z; 
instead, only the production rules and the associated vocabulary, V, are 
important. Also, the concept of a dual grammar makes it apparent why 
the definition of a PSG given here does not permit null right-hand sides 
for any production rules. Left and right parses can now be related. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a PSG. A sequence 
y, (~i, kl),..., (~n-1, k~_~), go 
is a left parse of w from y (in G) if  and only if  
y ,  (~1", k~) .... , (~'~_~ , k~_~), go 
is a right parse of y from w in Ga . 
Proof. In G, we have a derivation 
y =y l  ~ y2 ~ "" ~ yn =w 
643/32/3-4 
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such that, for all i, 1 ~< i ~ n - -  l :  
y~ = u#~x~,  lu l l  = k~, 
Y l+ l  ~-- UiWiXi , 
and 
Assuming that 
~ri: v~ ~ go t ~ P. 
y, (,~1, k~) ..... (~.-1, k~_0, w 
is a left parse of w from y, we have by definition, 
[ui[ < [u i+ l [+[v i+l [  (1 ~<i~<n- -2 ) .  
Also, in the dual grammar Ga, we have 
w = y~ ~ Yn-1 ~ "'" =~ Yl = Y, 
with ~ri': wi -+ v~ ~ Pa • More particularly, for 1 ~< i ~< n - -  2, we have 
Y*+2 : 7Ai+lfXJi+lXi+l ~ gi+l~Ai+lXi+l = Y~+I, Gg 
Y i+ l  : UigOiXi ~ Ui~JiXi ~ Y i  , 
such that 
[ u~[ < I Ui+l [ -b H(~r;+a). 
Note, however, that H(%+1 ) = T(~r~+l) , so 
l u~ [ < l ui+l [ + T(~+I) .  
Observing the inversion of the order of the subscripts, this is exactly the 
definition of the rightmost derivation in Ga (Definition 3.1); that is, 
eL0, ( 'B ' ;_ I  , kn_ l )  . . . .  , ('B'I' , k l )  , y 
(without the y at the end) is a rightmost derivation in Ga. Then from 
Definition 3.2, 
y, (~',  kl),..., (<,_~, k,_~), w 
is a right parse o fy  from w in Ga • This gives the only i f  part of the theorem. 
The i f  part of the theorem readily follows from similar reasoning. Q.E.D. 
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Simply stated, this theorem merely shows that a left parse in a grammar 
is the same as a right parse in its dual (except hat the production rule names 
must be changed slightly). Also, note the similarity of a rightmost derivation 
in the dual grammar to what is called a "canonical reduction sequence" 
by Loeckx (1970). 
We also remark at this point that if one has built a bottom-up parser 
for a grammar (which constructs the reversal of the r-canonical derivation), 
the parser may just as well be regarded as a top-down parser in the dual 
grammar (and conversely). Therefore, the distinction between bottom-up 
and top-down parsing is in some sense an artificial one. Nonetheless, in 
particular cases of interest, it might be easier to construct, say, bottom-up 
parsers for a certain class of grammars (not closed under duality), as is done 
by Wakers (1970) with the CS(k) grammars. The CS(k) parsers are bottom- 
up with respect o the original grammar. 
For subsequent processing of a derivation (i.e., for syntax directed transla- 
tion or generation of semantics), the right and left parses have the possible 
inadequacy of not directly yielding the rewritten symbols involved in each 
step (i.e., the actual sentential forms must be recreated). More seriously, 
the amount of space required to store the parse can grow faster than any 
linear function of the length of the derivation. For instance, let 
S, (~'1, kl),'", (zrn, kn), go 
be a left parse in the right linear (regular) grammar G = (V, Z, P, S) 
with w eL(G). Then [ w [ = n and each ki = i - -  1 (i = 1, 2,..., n). I f  c bits 
of storage are required to store production names and control information 
such as commas and parentheses, then to store (~-~, k,) requires 
c + [log~ ki] = c + [log2(i - -  1)1 
bits (set [log 2(0)1 = 0 for these computations). To store the entire parse 
requires at a minimum: 
(c -]- [ log2( i -  1)]) = cn + ~ [ log2( i -  1)] 
z=l  i=1 
bits. It is easy to show that for n ~ 2 ~ + 1 (k >~ 0) 
[log2(i- 1)1 ~> (n -  1)k/2 
i=1 
so right and left parses cannot be stored in linear space. 
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On the other hand, a derivation sequence can be uniquely represented 
by a derivation word (here, we assume the reader is familiar with Hart 
(1975) or the Appendix of this paper). Furthermore, the derivation word 
contains all the information about the intermediate derivations, eliminating 
one of the objections to the right and left parses. I f  we let c = Max{T(Tr) [ 
7r ~ P}, then the derivation word, 
~x ~ D(G) C_ (VtA P)* 
(D(G) is the derivation language of G) which represents a derivation sequence 
s, (~1, kl),..., (~.,  k.), w 
in any grammar G has linearly bounded length, i.e.: 
[~[ ~ 1 +(c+l )n~(c - /2 )n .  
Therefore, the amount of storage required to store a derivation word is 
linearly bounded by the length of the derivation. 
For the reasons given above, it would seem that a structural description 
of a derivation can be stored most efficiently (up to a linear factor) as a 
derivation word in D(G). Since a parser (top-down or bottom-up) will 
generate the information contained in a left or right parse step-by-step, 
the next task is to show how to generate derivation words step-by-step from 
the parses. That is, for instance, a bottom-up arser, in obtaining the right 
parse of w from y of the form 
gO, (Trn_l, kn_ l ) , . . .  , (~1, kl), Y 
would first generate (~r~_l, k~_l) , then (~r~_2, k~_z) , and so on until com- 
pletion. We wish to generate the correct derivation word in the same order. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Construct a derivation word corresponding to a left 
parse. 
Input: APSG,  G =(V ,  27, P ,S )  and alert  parse in G o fw f romy:  
y, (~1, kl) ..... (~  1, k~_l), w. 
Output: A derivation word fi ~ [y, w]a corresponding to the left parse. 
Algorithm: (0) Set i = 1 and fil = y. 
(1) Factor ]~. = aila~2a~3 uniquely such that Dl(a~j ) is defined 
( j  = 1, 2, 3), [ Dl(eql)l = ks, and [ D~(a~2)l = H(rq). 
(2) Set fii+a = a, lc~i2rr,w#~3, where ~rz: Dl(a,2 ) --* wi E P. 
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(3) Set i= i -~ l .  
(4) I f  i < n, go to Step 1. 
(5) fi = fi,~ is the desired output. Halt. 
To verify that this construction is correct, simply note that in Step 2, 
we are setting 
= (u~ x (~)  x ~)o f , ,  
where 7ri: vi ~ wi (i.e., vi = Dl (a i2 ) ) .  In addition, note that the determination 
of ~i+1,1 (in Step 1) can proceed from fii+l = ~a~i2rriwiai3 by using the fact 
that c~il~r , must be an initial subword of ai+l,lai+l. ~. 
By the remark after Theorem 3.1, a bottom-up arsing technique (which 
produces a right parse) can be regarded as a top-down parser of the dual 
grammar. Thus, by using Algorithm 3.1, a bottom-up parser can directly 
produce a derivation word in D(Ga). This may not be adequate, however. 
I f  the derivation word must be in D(G), the following algorithm can be 
used. 
ALGORITHM 3.2. Construct a derivation word from a right parse. 
Input: A PSG, G = (V, Z, P, S) and a right parse in G of w from y: 
W, (Tr~_l, kn_l) ,.,,, (~1, hi), Y" 
Output: A derivation word f iE [y ,  w]a corresponding to the right 
parse. 
Algorithm: (0) Set i = n and fi~ = w. Then 
Set fi~ = anoq2~ia so that ]Do(~l)] = ki-1 and [Do(ai2)] = (1) 
T(Tri-1). 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Set fi,-1 = ai~vi-vri-la~2ai3, where 7r,_1: V~__ 1 ---+ D0(~ie ) E P. 
Set i = i - -  1. 
I f i  > 1, go to Step 1. 
f = fx is the desired output. Halt. 
In this algorithm, we have created /3 using the original grammar, even 
though the right parse required the construction to be "backwards." 
Actually, in Step 2, we are merely setting 
f~-i =/3~ o (u~_lvi_l~_lw~_iX~-l) 
= f~ o (u~_1 x (~_~_~_ i )  x ~_~), 
where ~ri_i: vi- i  --~ wi-i (i.e., wi = Do(ai~)). 
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For w eL(G), we obtain a derivation word a e [S, w]a. I f  G is unambiguous, 
then this derivation word will be unique regardless of whether the parser 
is top-down or bottom-up. Now, can the process be reversed so as to obtain 
a left or right parse from a derivation word ? Theorem A.1 of the Appendix 
gives a positive answer to this as far as left parses are concerned. The theorem 
can be paraphrased as an algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 3.3. 
Input: 
Output: 
Construct a left parse from a derivation word. 
A PSG, G = (V, 27, P, S) and a derivation word 
a e [y, w]a C_ D(G). 
A left parse 
y, (7rl, kl) ,..., (zrn_l, kn_l) , gO 
of w from y. 
Algorithm: Wrke ~ uniquely as 
O~ = ZI~IZ2~ 2 "'" ~n_ iZn  , 
where each zi e V* and ~i e P (computing n in the process). Compute 
y = Do(a ) and w = Dx(o O. Output y. I f  n = O, output w and halt. 
(0) Set i=  1 andk  0 =0.  
(1) Set k i = ki_ 1 -~ [ Zi l - -  H(zri). 
(2) Output (~, , k,). 
(3) Set i = i @ 1. I f  i < n, go to Step 1. 
(4) Output w. Halt. 
This algorithm works because the production ames in a derivation word 
appear in exactly the same left-to-right sequence as they occur in a left 
parse or canonical derivation (Hart, 1975, Theorem 3.5; Theorem A.1 of 
this paper). Therefore, the algorithm need only compute the position of 
application of the rule 7r~ (in Step 2). It is not even necessary to compute 
the derived word w in the step-by-step rocess, since w = DI(~), the co- 
domain function of a. Incidently, we remark that D O and D 1 can be computed 
in linearly bounded time (as a function of n or the length of ~). 
Obtaining the right parse from the derivation word is not as simple, 
since the production ames do not occur in the same order in the derivation 
word as in the right parse. The next algorithm performs this task. The 
notation of Hart (1975) (also, the Appendix to this paper) is used heavily. 
ALGORITHM 3 .4 .  
Input: 
Output: 
of w from y. 
Algorithm: 
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Construct a right parse from a derivation word. 
A PSG,  G = (V, 27, P, S) and a derivation word a ~ [y,  w]o.  
A right parse in G, 
~, (,~,-1, k,_~),..., (,,~, k~), y, 
Compute y = Do(a ) and w = DI(~ ). Output w. 
(0) Set i = n - -  1, where n is computed as in Algorithm 3.3. Set 
(1) If  i <~ 0, outputy and halt (equivalently, iff i i  a V*, then i = 0). 
(Also, y = fi0 as computed in Step 3.) 
(2) Write ]~i (uniquely) as 
13~ = ~obl~:lbg "'" G_lbm , 
where b 1 ,..., bm~ V and Sn(~:0) = Sl~(sel) - -  - -  Sh(~- l )  = 0, so that 
DI(/~) = b 1 ..- bin. F ind the smallest integer j so that 
and 
~:j = ~:j'~r i (some ~r~  P and ~:,' E (V U P)*)  
~+1 - -  - -  ~:j+r-1 = e (where r = r(zr~) /> 1), 
from which 
~ = ~ob~b~ ... ~,',~,b~+~ ..-b~+~6+~ ..-b,,. 
Set k~ = j .  
Output @~ , h,). 
(3) Set/~,-1 = ~0b l~ lb2  " ' "  bJ~J'~3+r "'" bin. 
(4) Set i = i - -  1 and go to Step 1. 
To  see that this construction is correct, first note that fii-1 is always a 
derivation word (we have reversed the construction contained in the definition 
of a derivation word). In  fact, if rr~-: v -~ x (where x = b3-+l " "  bj+r) , then 
¢r i 
Do(~_l) = b 1 "'" b~vbj+r+ 1 "" b~ => b 1 "'" bj × bj+r+ 1 "." b~ 
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so that k i is computed correctly, and the algorithm has indeed produced 
the reverse of a valid derivation sequence. To show that the output is actually 
a right parse, it remains to show (by Definitions 3.1 and 3.2) that 
k,_~ + T(~r~_x) > k~ (all i, 2 ~ i ~ n - -  1). 
This holds as an immediate consequence of the way in which ki = j i  was 
selected (j~ is that value of j in Step 2 of the algorithm with the indicated 
value of/), for suppose the inequality did not hold for some value of i so that: 
ki-1 + T(~ri-1) ~ k i ,  
or :  
Ji-1 -J- T(~i-1) ~ j i  (implying that j i-1 < £).  
This would then require that, setting s = T(rri_a) ,
with 
'i--1+1 = " ' "  = 6 J i - i+s - -1  = E~ 
6,-1 = ~,_~i-1 
in contradiction of the fact that j ,  was selected to be as small as possible 
to satisfy exactly this condition. This completes the demonstration of the 
correct operation of Algorithm 3.4. 
In the operation of context-free bottom-up parsers, the concept of a 
handle is important. Intuitively, the handle of a sentential form is the leftmost 
subword of the form which can be reduced according to a production rule 
in the process of discovering a right parse. In fact, the problem of creating 
bottom-up arsers is exactly the problem of creating an algorithm to locate 
the handle of a sentential form. The idea of a handle can be carried through 
to general phrase-structure grammars. The correct definition was alluded 
to in Algorithm 3.4 and is now given completely. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let G ~ (V, 27, P, S) be a PSG with w eL(G) .  Then 
a subword x ~ V + of w is a handle of w if and only if there exists a derivation 
word ~ ~ IS, w] a such that 
(1) ~ = ~obl~lb2 "'" b~j  × ~j+lbj+2 ... ~m-lbm with b I .... , b~, bj+~ .... , 
bm ~ V and S~(~0) = S~(~1) . . . . .  Sh(~_ l )  = O. 
(2) ~ = ~',r where 7r: v -+ x ~ P for some v ~ V*, and 
(3) I f  i < j and ~i = ~:,'Tri (every nonnull 6, ends in a member of P)  
with zr i ~ P such that T(~ri) = r, then ~i+l~i+~ "'" ~i+r-1 =/= ~. 
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All of these conditions merely state that x is the leftmost subword of 
which is part of the codomain and which is immediately preceded by a 
production ame for which x is the right-hand side. 
In order for the reader to see how the definitions of this section apply 
in practice, it is suggested that first a context-free grammar be used to 
work out some examples. A good test grammar is the grammar G o of Aho 
and Ullman (1972a) for simple arithmetic expressions (p. 88) (give names 
to the productions). Examples with context-sensitive grammars hould also 
be worked out. 
In summary, this section has presented a unified approach to the repre- 
sentation of phrase-structure d rivations. We have shown how the derivation 
languages give the most efficient representations of such derivations and 
how one can algorithmically convert from derivation words to left and right 
parses, and conversely. The left and right parses have been defined precisely 
in a way to be consistent with the theory of context-free grammars and 
with certain ideas which were already latent in the literature of general 
phrase structure parsing techniques, and the duality of the left and right 
parses has been shown. It is hoped that this work will provide a unified 
framework in which future research on parsing techniques can be carried out. 
4. LABEL LANGUAGES AND CONTROL SETS 
Recently, there has been a large amount of interest in the control of 
phrase structure derivations by means of restrictions on the order of applica- 
tion of production rules (matrix grammars, programmed grammars, and 
control sets are among the ideas used). Similarly, the language over the 
set of production rule names induced by a grammar (the "label language") 
has been used to study properties of grammars. (See Salomaa, 1973, Chap. V, 
for a thorough treatment of these topics.) 
Generally, in these studies, either unrestricted erivations or "leftmost 
derivations" are used. (In this definition of a leftmost derivation, in contrast 
to the one used in Section 3, the leftmost nonterminal must be rewritten 
at each step. With this restriction, PSG's can only generate CFL's. In the 
case of a CFG only, the leftmost derivation is the /-canonical derivation.) 
Ginsburg and Spanier (1968) treat the problem of control sets on these 
leftmost derivations. 
Here, we introduce the label languages and control sets on /-canonical 
derivations. Control sets are easily introduced, and the derivation languages 
make the definitions very simple since the production names appear in 
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the same order in a derivation word or the corresponding/-canonical deriva- 
tion (Theorem A.1 and Algorithm 3.3). Note that the label language of 
a grammar is very similar to the set of all left parses except hat the position 
of application of the rule in the sentential form (as well as the initial and 
final sentential forms) is not included in the label language words, thus 
not completely specifying the derivation. In keeping with tradition, however, 
we will omit the position information from the label languages. The precise 
definitions follow. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G----(V, Z,P,  S) be a PSG and A: Vt3P- -~ P* 
be the homomorphism defined by ;t(a) -~ ¢ (all a e V) and ;~(Tr) ---- ~ (all 
l re P). Then the (canonical) label language of G, denoted byLL(G), is defined 
to be 
LL(G) = A(D(G)). 
A word p eLL(G) is a (canonical) label word of G, and A(a) is the label word 
of derivation word a. 
From now on, )t will always have the same meaning as in this definition. 
D~FINITION 4.2. LetG = ( V, Z, P, S) be a PSG with C C P* a language, 
called a control set. Then, the language generated by G with control set C, 
denoted Lc(G), is 
Lc(G ) = DI({a e D(G) I A(~) e C}), 
: DI(D(G) n ~-1(C)). 
Noting that A-I(C) is an E-free regular substitution of C, the second form 
of the definition of Lc(G ) should be compared to Lemma 2.1 of Ginsburg 
and Spanier (1968) applied to their leftmost derivations. 
In the case where G is a CFG (regular grammar), D(G) is a CFL (regular 
language). Consequently, the label language of a CFG or RG is a CFL or 
RL, respectively. To see that not all label languages are CF, however, 
consider a grammar for the CSL, {anb~c ~ I n >/ 1). 
For anyPSG, G, D(G) is known to be a deterministic CSL (Theorem A.2). 
Now, with respect o D(G), )t is a linearly bounded homomorphism (that is, 
there is a constant k such that for all ~eD(G),  All(a)[ >~[a [, as was 
shown in Section 3). Now, the class of CSL's is closed under linearly bounded 
homomorphisms (Salomaa, 1973), and, in fact, the deterministic property 
is also preserved, giving the theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  G is a PSG, then LL(G), the label language of G, is 
a deterministic CSL. 
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Now, the next theorem shows that label languages are powerful enough 
to carry information about both the language and the label language of a 
related grammar. The new grammar is in a normal form in which only 
nonterminals may be rewritten and terminal symbols appear singly as 
replacements for nonterminals. 
TI~EOREVr 4.2. Let G be a PSG. Then there is a PSG, Gs (of the same 
Chomshy type), and homomorphisms, h 1and h2 , such that 
and 
L(G) = L(G~) = hs(LL(G~) ) = h~(A(D(G~)) 
LL(G)  = h~(LL(G~)) -:  h2(,X(D(G~)). 
Proof. Let G = (V, 2J, P, S) be a PSG and define the new PSG, G 1 = 
(V1,27, 1"1, S), with V 1 = V k) {~ l a ~ 2}. Let b be the homomorphism 
such that b(a) = d(a e X) and b(a) ~ a(a e V - -  ~). Then, set Ps to 
Ps  = {77": b(u)  --~ b(v)  [ ,/7-: n ~ v ff P )  O {O'a: a ~ a I g/ ff X}.  
Define h~ so that h~(~?) = zr for all zr E P and hz(a,) = e for all a e Z. In 
contrast, set hs(¢7) ---- e and h1(%) = a. 
That L(G) = L(Gx) follows directly, for S *~ o w if and only if S *~ o~ b(w) 
and b(w) *~ o 1 w for all w ~ V*. It is also clear that h~(LL(G~)) ~- L(G~) = 
L(G), for if a E D(G~), then a can be written as 
o~ = ~o~%lal~182aa2 2132 ".. a,~c%a,~ , 
for some as, a2 ,..., an ~ X and h0 .... , fin ~ ((//1 - -  27) (J P)*. Then hl(A(~)) = 
hs(a(~o) %~(~:) %"  -°~(~)) -- as ' "  a~ = Ds(~).  
Similarly, h2()~(a)) ---- he()t(/~0) a~""  % ;~(fin)) = h2(i~(fi0 "'" ]~,~)) ELL(G),  for 
fioa~fisao..., a~fi~ is just a derivation word in [S, as "'" a,do with the exception 
that all the production ames have bars on them (a situation corrected by h2). 
In the above statements, ~tis the label homomorphism of G 1 . Q.E.D. 
When a grammar is in the form used in the above proof, then Lc(G ) 
is a bounded language whenever C is a bounded language, giving a weak 
result similar to the final theorem in the Ginsburg and Spanier (1968) 
paper. A more difficult problem, which we leave open, is to show that the 
above statement is true for any PSG, G (when G is CF, the result also holds 
as shown by Ginsburg and Spanier). Carrying on the extension of the 
Ginsburg and Spanier results, a tedious proof using AFL  theory (omitted 
here) shows that: 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let ~1 and ~'2 be (full) AFL.  Then the family of all 
languages of the form Lc(G) such that C ~ 5f a and L(G) ~ ~P2 is a (full) AFL  
containing both ~1 and ~z~ 2 .
APPENDIX: DERIVATION LANGUAGES 
The description of a PSG and its derivation language are standard, and 
the details are found in a previous paper by the author (Hart, 1975). Only 
the necessary notation is reviewed here. 
We denote a PSG, G, by G = (V, 27, P, S) where 27 C V is the terminal 
alphabet of the finite vocabulary, V. S ~ V-  27 is the start symbol, and 
P is a finite set of production rules of the form 
7r: V --~ W, 
where w is the name of the rule. We write either 7r: v --~ w ~ P or vrcw E P 
as is convenient. In contrast to the usual treatment, we require that v, w ~ V + 
without sacrificing generative power. Also, we often use P = (~r 1.... , ~r~} 
as a finite alphabet of production ames. G generates a language, 
L(G) = {w~Z*  l S *~ w}, 
where *~ is the usual "derives" relation on strings over V. 
The set of production ames, P = (Tq ,..., ~r~} possesses a natural stratifica- 
tion as follows (where ~r: u -~ v ~ P). 
(a) H(Tr) = [u [ is the head stratification of 7r. 
(b) T(Tr) = ] v ] is the tail stratification of 7r. 
Then, head and tail sum functions are defined over strings in (V U P)*. 
DEFINITION A.1. Let G = (V, 27, P, S) be a PSG. The head sum, Sh(x), 
and the tail sum, S,(x), of x ~ (V ~J P)* are defined as follows. 
(a) s~(E)  --- st (E)  - -  0, 
(b) (i) Sh(rcx) = Sh(x) + H(Tc) if w E P, 
(ii) S~(xrr) = St(x) q- T(~r) if 7r ~ P, 
(c) (i) Sl~(ax ) = Sh(x ) - -  1 if a ~ V and Sh(x) > O, 
(ii) St(xa) = St(x) - -  I i f a~Kand St(x) >0,  and 
(d) Sh(x), St(x ) are undefined in other cases. 
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Certain strings in (Vkd P)* can be interpreted as giving a complete 
representation f a derivation from one word of V + to another. Two defini- 
tions are required. 
DEFINITION A.2. Let G ~ (V, X, P, S) be a PSG. A string a e (V u P)* 
is said to have domain a 1 "" am, written D0(a ) --  a s ..- a,, ,  if and only if a 
can be written as 
a = a~¢~a~¢~ "'" ¢~_1a~¢~,  
with as "" a~ e V and St(¢1 ) --  - -  St(¢~ ) = O. ~ has codomain b1 .... , bn, 
written Dl(a ) = b 1 "'" bn, if and only if a can be written as 
with b 1 ,..., b~ e V and Sh(~:o) = "'" = Sh(~:~-~) = O. 
DEFINITION A.3. Let G = (V ,Z ,P ,S )  be a PSG. The derivation 
language of G, written D(G), is the smallest subset of (V k9 P)* such that: 
(a) V+ C D(G). 
(b) If  c¢ ~ alae~ 3ED(G) with D l (a2)~ u and uTrveP, then a '= 
~la~rrv% ~D(G) whenever D1(c¢2) and Dl(a3) are defined. [Note: It is easy 
to show that in this case, D0(a ) = D0(~' ) and Dl(a' ) =-D1(~1)vDl(a3).] 
A word a E D(G) is called a derivation word of G. 
The derivation language concept gives a powerful representation of
all the derivations in G. In fact, 
L(G) = {Dl(a) ] a ~ D(G), Do(a ) -~ S, D~(a) E Z*}. 
Furthermore, a derivation word precisely represents a "'syntactical graph" 
(Loeckx, 1970) and represents a generalization f the idea of a prefix repre- 
sentation of a derivation tree of a context-free grammar. These ideas are 
all worked out in Hart (1975, 1976). 
The importance of this to the concept of parses is straightforward (as a 
parse must compactly represent a derivation) and is strengthened by the 
result summarized next. 
It is well known that if G = (V, Z, P, S) is a PSG, then a sequence 
Yl ~ Y2 ~ "" ~ Yn 
is not sufficient information to specify the derivation completely, for neither 
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the actual production rule nor its location of application is clear from the 
derivation sequence. However, if we write for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n --  1, 
Y i  ~- UiViX¢ , 
Y~;+l ~ UiWiX i ,  
then the information in the sequence Yl, (*rl, [ul I), (*re, [ue l),.-., (Trn--1 , 
]u~_ a ]) is necessary and sufficient to specify the derivation (and, needless 
to say, one can easily construct he derivation word from this). Note that 
only the lengths of the u~ are given, not the u~ themselves. We call such a 
sequence a derivation sequence. 
With this notation, we have the concept of a canonical derivation or leftmost 
derivation due to Hotz (1966) and Griffiths (1968). 
A derivation sequence is canonical or leftmost if 
]Uil < l Ui+l I ~- ]V¢+I I (1 <~ i ~< n --  2) 
or, equivalently, 
lul l  < l u~+l i + H@~+I). 
The relationship of the canonical derivation to a leftmost context-free 
derivation should be clear. Every derivation in a PSG is equivalent, in 
a well defined sense, to a unique canonical derivation which can be obtained 
by a rearrangement of the order of application of the production rules. 
In addition, every derivation word corresponds to a unique canonical 
derivation as shown by the following theorem. 
THEOREM A.1. Let G -~ (V, X, P, S) be a PSG with f ie D(G). Then 
there exists a unique sequence of derivation words ill, fie .... , fi~ = fi in D(G) 
with the following properties. 
(1) /31 = Do(/3 ) ~ V +. 
(2) t3¢ = aao~e,~a and/3~+1 = a~l~e~r~w#~a (1 < i < n -- 1) such that 
Dl(ail ) : U i  , Da(aie ) : vi , ai~ : xi ~ V*, and vdriw i e P, and 
(3) /31, (~h, [Ul ]),-.., (%-1,  [u,-1 l) is a canonical derivation sequence. 
In this way,/3~, as a derivation word, completely represents the canonical 
derivation. 
Finally, since derivation words precisely represent an equivalence class 
of derivations, it is natural to inquire as to how the composition and jnxtaposi- 
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tion operations of Hotz (1966) appear in terms of derivation words. The  
following definitions are the correct ones, as shown in Hart (1975). Here, 
[x, y]~ = {a e D(G) [ Do(a) = x, Da(a ) = y}. 
DEFINITION A.4. Let G = (V, Z, P, S)  be a PSG with ~1 e [xl ,Ya] and 
% ~ Ix 2 , ye]. Then,  the juxtaposit ion of al with a2, denoted by al X %,  is 
a 1 × a~ = oq~ ~ [xlx~, YlY2] 
(where a l~ is the concatenation of a a and a 2 in the free monoid (V U P)*). 
DEFINITION A.5. Let G = (V, 27, P, S) be a PSG with a 1 ~ [x,y] and 
n~ ~ [ y, z]. I f  y = b I "" b,, (bi E V) with 
and 
oq = ~ob~xb2~ ... ~_~b~ 
a 2 = ba¢lb2¢ 2 "'" bn¢ .
(&( f3  = o, o ~< i ~< n - 1) 
(s,(¢3 = o, 1 ~ i ~< n) 
then the composition of ~2 with a 1 , written a2 o a 1 , is 
a 2 o o~ 1 = ~0bl~bl~lb2tb2~2 --. Cn_l~n_lbn(Jn e Ix, Z]. 
By proper use of the results above, especially Theorem A.1, we get 
THEOREM A.2. Let G = (V ,Z ,P ,  S)  be a PSG.  Then {[S,y] l yEZ*}  
is a deterministic ontext sensitive language (that is, it can be accepted by some 
deterministic 1.b.a.). 
I~c~iw9: October 17, 1975; REVISED: February 6, •976 
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